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Abstract
A control volume technique for solving a representative di3usion equation in an orthotropic medium is
considered. The approximation of the cross-di3usion 6ux term is of utmost important for the accuracy of the
solution. A preliminary investigation that used exact function values from an available analytical solution to
approximate this term during the numerical simulation provided excellent agreement with the exact solution.
This &nding motivated the need for accurate surface interpolation techniques for estimating the cross-di3usion
term. The use of radial basis functions is a well-known interpolation technique for &tting scattered data, which
can be considered as a global interpolating method because function values in the whole solution domain
contribute towards the interpolation. A number of radial basis functions (RBF) was used to approximate the
gradients in the cross-di3usion 6ux term and it was found that the accuracy of the &nite volume solution
was generally poor. It was concluded that the RBF estimated function does not re6ect local variation of the
solution, particularly for the gradients. Another strategy for local function estimation concerns the weighted
least-squares method. Di3erent variants of this method were analysed here for approximating the cross-di3usion
term and it was found that the numerical results well matched the exact solution. The results highlight that the
development of an accurate, generalised &nite volume strategy requires a highly accurate 6ux approximation
to enable second-order spatial accuracy to be achieved.
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Nomenclature
Ak length of a control volume face, m
Cp speci&c heat, J kg−1 K−1
Fk midpoint of a control volume face
h heat transfer coeEcient, W m−2 K−1
K conductivity tensor, W m−1 K−1
L dimension of the domain in the x direction, m
M dimension of the domain in the y direction, m
N a representative node around a control volume
p number of nodes around a control volume
nˆ unit outward normal vector at a CV face
P node surrounded by a control volume
t time, s
tˆ unit vector perpendicular to v
uˆ unit vector along a control volume face
v vector through a CV face connecting adjacent nodes, m
w the vector representing KTnˆ
x coordinate length, m
y coordinate length, m
Greek symbols
t discrete time step size, s
VP area of a control volume, m2
 density, kg m−3
 transported quantity, temperature, K
0 initial temperature, K
s surrounding temperature, K
Superscripts and subscripts
k index for the control volume faces
n Represents nth time step
1. Introduction
The &nite volume method has been widely employed for heat transfer, 6uid 6ow and transport
problems for more than two decades and has progressively been developed for solving nonlinear
6ow problems. This technique has been successfully applied for solving a range of di3erent prob-
lems arising in various &elds of science, technology and engineering [2,5,6,9,14,17,19,20,24,26].
Typically, due to the conservative characteristics of the scheme and its capability to be employed on
either structured or unstructured meshes, it is the preferred method implemented in many industrial
computational 6uid dynamics codes.
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The literature highlights only a limited number of computational schemes that model transport
in highly anisotropic media on completely unstructured meshes using a generalised &nite volume
formulation [1,4,6,15,22]. The accuracy of the existing schemes is doubtful under extreme anisotropic
ratios such as the one that exists in wood for permeability (of the order of 1:1000 in the radial versus
longitudinal directions). This lacking of a reliable numerical method for such important industrial
problems provides the motivation for this research.
Finite volume discretisation methods proceed by integrating the conservative law of interest across
a discrete volume. This process generates a discrete analogue of the conservation law that balances
the rate of change of mass, energy or momentum in the volume to the mass, energy or momentum
6uxes gained or lost through the bounding surfaces of the volume. The second-order accuracy of
the scheme, which will be described later in the text, depends to a large extent on the estimation
of these 6ux terms at the midpoint of the control volume face [21]. For anisotropic problems this
approximation is crucial and the classical linear models are often insuEcient, especially when the
anisotropy ratio is large and the 6ux vector is not always in the direction of the normal vector to
the control volume face [12]. Note however, that this non-alignment of the direction of the 6ux and
the normal vector at the control volume face is not a particularly of anisotropic media.
Usually the 6ux term is in the form (K∇) · nˆ where
K =
(
kxx kxy
kyx kyy
)
;
 is the dependent function and nˆ is the outward unit normal vector at the &nite volume surface. The
approximation of this 6ux term can be rewritten for computational purposes in the form ∇ · (KTnˆ).
One can use function values at selected points of the solution domain to approximate the gradient.
In the literature linear shape functions (hybrid techniques) are widely used to approximate these
gradients [7,8,11,19], which leads to a fully implicit, &rst order in space, &nite volume discretisation.
Alternatively the 6ux term can be decomposed into two terms as described below [4,12]. Consider
the vector decomposition
w= (KTnˆ) = v + uˆ; (1)
where the scalars  and  involve K , the vector v and the unit vectors nˆ and uˆ, see Figs. 1(c)–(d).
One can show using vector algebra that
=
w · nˆ
v · nˆ and  = w · uˆ − w · nˆ
v · uˆ
v · nˆ :
The scalar product of Eq. (1) with ∇ yields
∇ · (KTnˆ) = ∇ · v + ∇ · uˆ;
which can be approximated at a control volume face (see Fig. 1(d)) as
∇(xF) · (KTnˆ)  (N − P) + ∇(xF) · uˆ; (2)
where ∇(xF) represents the gradient of the function  evaluated at the point F at the control
volume face.
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Fig. 1. (a) An example of a cluster of points used for the least-square approximation methods, (b) a boundary control
volume, (c) a typical control volume and (d) a control volume face.
Note that the &rst term (N −P) is a &rst-order approximation for the primary term ∇(xF) · v
and this will e3ect the accuracy of the &nite volume scheme. The secondary 6ux term ∇ · uˆ
can be evaluated if the gradient at the control volume face is known. This paper discusses di3erent
techniques, based on radial basis functions [13,25], least-squares gradient reconstruction [3,10,11] and
a function approximation technique using a weighted least-squares system of polynomial equations,
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to approximate this term. The results were compared with the exact solution and also with the results
obtained by using the linear shape functions.
In this work the following two-dimensional unsteady orthotropic di3usion equation for a &nite
rectangular domain is considered:
Cp
9
9t = kxx
92
9x2 + kyy
92
9y2 ; 06 x6L; 06y6M; t ¿ 0; (3)
where kxx is very large (or small) when compared to kyy: The boundary conditions and initial
condition are de&ned as follows:
kxx
9
9x = h(− s) at x = 0; kxx
9
9x =−h(− s) at x = L;
kyy
9
9y = h(− s) at y = 0; kyy
9
9y =−h(− s) at y =M:
(x; y; 0) = 0 for 06 x6L; 06y6M
Such a system admits an analytical solution that can be exploited to assess the accuracy of the 6ux
approximation methods under investigation.
2. Finite volume discretisation
The following &nite volume discretisation technique for treating a generalised transport equation
can be found in the literature [6,15,18,19,21]. The discretised form of the di3erential Eq. (3) is
derived by integrating the equation over the control volume Vp, see Fig. 1(c). The use of the
Divergence theorem in the plane leads to
Cp
d M
dt
− 1
VP
∮

(K∇) · nˆ d  0; (4)
where
M=
1
VP
∫
VP
 dV (5)
is the average of  in a control volume and  represents the boundary of the control volume. As
there is no approximation made to this point, the Eq. (4) together with (5) is exact. Discretising
Eq. (4) one can obtain
Cp
d M
dt
−
Np∑
k=1
{(K∇) · nˆ}FkAk  0; (6)
which is second order in space if the term (K∇) · nˆ is accurately evaluated at the midpoint of the
control volume face.
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Assuming that P represents the averaged value of  over VP and considering the time integral
from nt to (n+ 1)t the discrete form of Eq. (6) can be written as
CpVP(
(n+1)
P − (n)P )− t
∫

(K∇)(m) · nˆ d  0;
where n6m6 n+1. Approximating the integral as a summation using the midpoint rule and taking
m= n+ 1, the above equation can be rewritten as
CpVP(
(n+1)
P − (n)P )− t
p∑
k=1
(K∇)(n+1)Fk · nˆkAk  0: (7)
It is suggested here to replace the term (K∇) · nˆk by Eq. (2) to obtain
CpVP(
(n+1)
P − (n)P )− t
p∑
k=1
Primary︷ ︸︸ ︷
((n+1)Nk − (n+1)P )Ak
− t
p∑
k=1
Secondary︷ ︸︸ ︷
(∇)(n+1)Fk · uˆkAk  0: (8)
To approximate (∇)(n+1)Fk · uˆk the following surface interpolation techniques were implemented and
analysed to determine the accuracy of each method.
2.1. Radial basis functions (RBF)
Since there is no information concerning the function at time step n+1, one can approximate the
secondary 6ux term as
(∇)(n+1)Fk · uˆk 
1
Ak
((n)A − (n)B ); (9)
where A and B are left and right states of the control volume face, respectively, see Fig. 1(d). This is
itself a linear approximation and (n)A and 
(n)
B must be found using interpolation methods involving
the function values at the nth time step. It was found that this approximation gives good results if
the exact function values taken from the derived analytical solution were used for (n)A and 
(n)
B .
This result motivated the use of radial basis functions (RBF) using the known function values of
the solution domain to approximate the required values as described in [13,25]. RBF schemes have
provided excellent results for global function interpolation in the past.
It is assumed that the function  may be written as a linear combination of M continuously
di3erentiable basis functions,  
(x) =
M∑
j=1
aj j(x− xj); (10)
where
 j(x− xj) = [(x − xj)2 + (y − yj)2 + c2]1=2
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and c2 is a nonzero input parameter. The unknown coeEcients, aj, are found by collocation
(xi) =
M∑
j=1
aj j(xi − xj);
using a set of node points (xi; yi)Mi=1 over the solution domain, which forms a system of M linear
equations in M unknowns of the form "a =  where " is called the Grammian matrix. Once the
coeEcients, aj, are found one can use Eq. (10) to estimate the function values for use in Eq. (9)
at each control volume face. In this case Eq. (8) becomes
CpVP(
(n+1)
P − (n)P )− t
p∑
k=1
((n+1)Nk − (n+1)P )Ak  t
p∑
k=1
((n)A − (n)B ): (11)
2.2. Least-squares gradient reconstruction (LSGR)
Writing (∇)P · vk = (9=9xPi + 9=9yPj) · (Oxk i +Oyk j)  Nk − P for each node connected
to node P; Nk ; k = 1 : : : p, see Fig. 1(c), the following over-determined matrix system is obtained
(see [3,10,11]).

Ox1 Oy1
Ox2 Oy2
: : : : : :
: : : : : :
Oxp Oyp




9
9x P
9
9y P

=


N1 − P
N2 − P
: : :
: : :
Np − P


or Bp×2#′2×1 = dp×1. The gradient components that minimise ‖B#′ − d‖2 in the least-squares sense
with respect to a weighted inner product on Rp can be determined by multiplying the above system
by Wp×p =Diag(wk) and BT, to arrive at the normal equations (BTWB)2×2#′2×1 = (BTWd)2×1. This
system has the form

p∑
k=1
wkOx2k
p∑
k=1
wkOxkOyk
p∑
k=1
wkOxkOyk
p∑
k=1
wkOy2k




9
9x P
9
9y P

=


p∑
k=1
wkOxk(Nk − P)
p∑
k=1
wkOyk(Nk − P)

 : (12)
Note that the weight coeEcients, wk’s, are chosen so that more importance is given to the directions
that are the closest neighbours of the point P as opposed to the nodes further away from the point
P, see [3,10,11].
Once the gradients of the function are evaluated at each node of the mesh using a least-squares
gradient reconstruction technique, it is possible to write
(∇)(n+1)Fk  &(∇)(n)P + (1− &)(∇)(n)Nk ;
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where PNk :RkNk =1 : & and Rk is the intersection of line segments AB and PNk; see Fig. 1(d). This
expression was used for estimating the secondary 6ux term in Eq. (8) and hence it follows that
CpVP(
(n+1)
P − (n)P )− t
p∑
k=1
((n+1)Nk − (n+1)P )Ak
 t
p∑
k=1
[&(∇)(n)P + (1− &)(∇)(n)Nk ] · uˆkAk: (13)
2.3. Least-squares polynomial reconstruction (LSPR)
Consider the quadratic polynomial function approximation in the form
(x; y) = a1 + a2x + a3y + a4x2 + a5xy + a6y2: (14)
Writing Eq. (14) for the r closest node points connected to the control volume face, for example, the
nodes C;D; E; G; H; I; J; K; N and P in Fig. 1(a), the following over-determined system of equations,
AX = B, can be obtained.


1 x1 y1 :: x1y1 y21
1 x2 y2 :: x2y2 y22
:: :: :: :: ::
:: :: :: :: ::
:: :: :: :: ::
1 xr yr :: xryr y2r




a1
a2
a3
::
::
a6


=


1
2
3
::
::
::
r


(15)
It was found that the use of six neighbouring points provided an ill-conditioned system matrix and
consequently ten node points (or more, for distorted mesh) were used to generate the system. An
equation related to the boundary conditions was added to the above system, for boundary control
faces, see Fig. 1(b). For example, for the face F shown in Fig. 1(b), the equation,
9
9x =
h
kxx
(− s); or hkxx (− s) = a2 + 2a4x + a5y;
was also inserted into the system of equations given by Eq. (15).
The components that minimise ‖AX − B‖2 in the least-squares sense with respect to a weighted
inner product on Rr can be determined by multiplying the above system by Wr×r = Diag(wk) and
AT, to arrive at the normal equations
(ATWA)X = (ATWB): (16)
Again, as discussed in Section 2.2 the weight coeEcients, wk’s, were chosen so that more importance
is given to the nodes that are the closest neighbours of the point F . Solving the above system, it is
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possible to &nd the function value and derivatives accurately at the point F on the control volume
face and therefore the term ∇ · uˆ required for Eq. (8) can be estimated.
This method also was trailed to estimate the left and right states needed for use in Eq. (9), however,
it was found that the direct use of the approximated gradients ∇=(a2+2a4x+a5y; a3+a5x+2a6y)
always gave superior results.
2.4. Linear shape functions (LSF)
This technique assumes that the function can be written as (x; y) = Ax + By + C where A; B;
and C are constants for each triangular element. Further details of this technique can be found in
[8,11,19]. In this case ∇ · (KTnˆk)(n+1) is approximated directly and therefore Eq. (7) provides a
fully implicit scheme in the form
CpVP(
(n+1)
P − (n)P )− t
p∑
k=1
{(nˆ(a)k )TG(a)k (d(a)k )(n+1)A(a)k
+(nˆ(b)k )
TG(b)k (d
(b)
k )
(n+1)A(b)k }  0; (17)
where G; d and nˆk are as described in [11,19].
2.5. Discretised equations
Each discretisation procedure discussed here produces an equation at each node point P in the
following form:
P
(n+1)
P −
p∑
k=1
k
(n+1)
Nk = &P
(n)
P + 0P:
When all the nodes in a mesh have been visited a sparse linear system is formed and the resulting
linear system is solved using a preconditioned BiCGSTAB method [23]. Numerical simulation codes,
written in C++, were developed to obtain the solutions of the above linear systems.
3. Numerical results and discussion
The meshes shown in Fig. 2 were used to analyse the performance (in terms of eEciency and
accuracy) of the 6ux approximation techniques proposed in Section 2. These meshes were created
using EasyMesh [16] but the centres of the triangles were used to construct the control volumes in
all cases tested. The benchmark transport problem given by Eq. (3) was considered for a material
with the physical properties shown in Table 1.
For all cases,  = 600 kg m−3 and Cp = 1:6886 × 103 J kg−1 K−1 were used with 0 = 30◦C
and s = 140◦C. Note that for mesh (i) and (ii) where the material has the dimensions L= 0:02 m;
M =0:5 m the boundaries at x=0:02 and y=0:5 were treated as symmetric planes where the 6uxes
were taken as zero; (9=9x)L=0 and (9=9y)M=0. For mesh (iii) where the material has dimensions
L = 0:1 m, and M = 0:04 m, mixed boundary conditions were used for each boundary as stated in
Section 1.
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Fig. 2. Computational meshes used for all simulations (i) a distorted mesh; 0:02 × 0:5 m2 (ii) an unstructured mesh;
0:02× 0:5 m2 and (iii) a coarse mesh; 0:1× 0:04 m2.
The results shown in Figs. 3–6 were obtained after 1000 s using the time step, t=1 s. It should
be noted that the slight anomalies that appear in the computed solutions for all methods, including
the exact solution, in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) for distorted mesh (i) are due to the interpolation technique
used in the plotting software and not artefacts of the numerical techniques.
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Table 1
Physical parameters used for each case study
Case h kxx kyy L M
(W m−2 K−1) (W m−1 K−1) (W m−1 K−1) (m) (m)
1 10 0.154 1.54 0.02 0.5
2 10 0.154 154 0.02 0.5
3 30 0.154 1.54 0.02 0.5
4 30 0.154 154 0.02 0.5
5 10 0.154 154 0.1 0.04
6 10 154 0.154 0.1 0.04
7 10 1.2 1.2 0.1 0.04
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Fig. 3. Results on mesh (iii) for an isotropic case, kxx = kyy = 1:2; h = 10. (a) Exact solution, (b) LSPR, (c) LSF,
(d) LSGR.
All tests performed using the RBF technique either caused the iterative solver to diverge or it
failed to produce physically meaningful results. To understand this phenomenon it was decided to
investigate the behaviour of the reconstructed functions when the exact function values were used
in the RBF technique, see Figs. 7(b) and (d). These &gures show the results at time, t = 10 s for
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Fig. 4. Results for kxx : kyy = 1 : 1000; h= 10. (i) Exact solution (ii) LSF (iii) LSGR (iv) LSPR.
the cases kxx : kyy =1000 : 1 and kxx:kyy =1 : 1000. As can be seen from Fig. 7(d) the error observed
in the reconstructed surface approximation is very signi&cant and this error is perpetuated into the
solution of the next time step, causing substantial inaccuracies in all cross-di3usion 6ux estimates.
Fig. 7 also shows that the RBF technique, in some cases, produces an approximate function that
is neither smooth nor accurate locally. This &nding con&rms that the RBF strategy is a reasonable
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Fig. 5. Results for kxx : kyy = 1 : 1000; h= 30. (i) Exact solution (ii) LSF (iii) LSGR (iv) LSPR.
global interpolator but is questionable for local gradient estimation and it is therefore concluded that
the RBF technique is not suitable for the construction of the secondary di3usion term for use in
&nite volume strategies.
The 6ux approximation methods presented in Sections 2.2–2.4 were tested at &rst on an isotropic
problem and the results are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen from this &gure all methods perform
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Fig. 6. Results on mesh (iii) for (i) kxx : kyy = 1000 : 1; h = 10. (ii) kxx : kyy = 1 : 1000; h = 10. (a) Exact solution
(b) LSGR (c) LSPR (d) LSF.
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Fig. 7. A comparison of surface reconstruction using the RBF technique: (a) and (c) are exact solutions, and (b) and
(d) are the approximations created using exact function values after 10 s on the domain 0:1× 0:04: (a) kxx : kyy =1000 : 1;
(b) kxx : kyy = 1000 : 1; (c) kxx : kyy = 1 : 1000; (d) kxx : kyy = 1 : 1000.
well and it can be concluded that any of them can be used with con&dence to model transport in
isotropic media. The real test of these schemes will be discussed in the proceeding paragraphs where
transport in strongly orthotropic media will be analysed.
Table 2 shows the absolute average errors (AE) between the exact and numerical solutions, com-
putational time on a Pentium III 450 MHz PC with 256 Mb of RAM (CT) and the total number
of BiCGSTAB iterations (TI) for cases 1–4 shown in Table 1. These results highlight the overall
computational eEciency and accuracy of the least square techniques (LSGR and LSPR) for approx-
imating the cross-di3usion term in the &nite volume method when it was applied to he benchmark
problem on the meshes depicted in Fig. 2. The Figs. 3–6 compare the results obtained using the
techniques discussed in Sections 2.2–2.3 with the exact solution and a previously documented lin-
ear shape function method, which has been used primarily by the authors in past work for solving
transport in porous media.
From Table 2, it can be seen that the least-square methods generally produce more accurate results
than the linear shape function method (LSF) and well match the overall trends in the exact solution.
Another observation from the table is that the number of iterations of the iterative solver BiCGSTAB
was reduced for both of the least-square methods (LSGR and LSPR) in comparison with the shape
function method. Hence, although the computational cost of the linear solver was reduced for the
least-square methods, the overall CPU time was increased due to the overhead of resolving the local
least-square systems for each face at every time step. In fact, for a variety of di3erent cases studied
that were not reported here due to space limitations, this was always found to be the case.
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Table 2
Average error (AE), computational time (CT=s) and total number of iterations (IT) on each mesh for di3erent h values
and kxx: kyy ratios
kxx:kyy LSF LSGR LSPR LSF LSGR LSPR
Mesh (i) Mesh (ii)
AE
h= 10 1:10 0.336149 0.501657 0.223308 0.167615 0.633174 0.237517
1:1000 2.198415 1.138322 3.035998 1.167081 1.403330 1.335221
h= 30 1:10 0.824704 0.525183 0.663545 0.229429 0.682520 0.184524
1:1000 3.808089 1.473118 5.147534 1.749353 1.785293 2.831307
CT
h= 10 1:10 2.784 4.887 13.479 0.971 2.253 7.741
1:1000 15.081 14.691 22.573 4.716 5.728 11.176
h= 30 1:10 2.784 4.877 13.320 0.991 2.263 7.701
1:1000 15.302 14.541 23.133 4.766 5.608 10.966
TI
h= 10 1:10 9000 8604 8000 4000 4001 4001
1:1000 54219 44148 41799 23134 22373 21959
h= 30 1:10 9000 8579 8000 4002 4001 4001
1:1000 54261 43532 46521 23255 21564 20854
In comparing the two least square methods, refer Figs. 4(a), 5(a) and 6(i), it can be seen that the
LSGR method performs better than the LSPR method for the cases 2, 4 and 6. However, this is not
always true, see for example Fig. 6(ii) where the anisotropy ratio is reversed (case 5) so that the
dominant direction of transport is in the opposite direction. In this case LSPR technique performs
better than LSGR method. For the re&ned mesh (ii) all methods produce good results in comparison
with the exact solution, see Figs. 4(b) and 5(b). Indeed for some other cases that are not reported
here, which have di3erent geometries, boundary conditions and anisotropy ratios, the performance
of all methods may still be questionable and this fact motivates the need for future research work
in this &eld.
One explanation for the lack of performance of the LSPR method is that it uses known function
values at the node points to estimate the local variation of the function in the vicinity of the face,
which is then di3erentiated to produce the gradient. This idea could introduce additional uncertainty
into the method. On the other hand, LSGR uses the function values to reconstruct the local gradients
directly at the nodes, which are then averaged to give the gradient at the control volume face.
It is felt that the largest source of error arising in the 6ux approximation concerns the primary
term, which at this point still remains &rst order, refer Eqs. (2) and (8). For example, since the
LSGR method provides a &rst order approximation for the cross-di3usion term and LSPR gives a
second-order approximation for this term, it must be the case that the error in the primary term
dominates the 6ux approximation to enable the LSGR method to produce superior results to the
LSPR method. Current work will seek to reduce this error by using higher order Taylor series
approximations to provide a mechanism by which this dominant error can be eliminated.
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4. Conclusions
In this work surface interpolation techniques have been investigated for approximating the impor-
tant cross-di3usion term in the 6ux approximation required for use in a &nite volume method. It was
found that the well-known radial basis function global interpolation method is unsuitable for local
gradient estimation and therefore least square methods had to be used for this purpose. In particular,
the LSGR and LSPR methods performed well for the case studies presented here, providing reason-
able agreement with exact solutions. Nevertheless, the research raised some issues concerning the
error in the entire 6ux approximation, including the primary term, for a generalised &nite volume
methodology for treating highly anisotropic media and this &nding motivates future research in this
&eld. Work is underway considering two strategies that can be employed on any unstructured mesh
in two dimensions to rectify the problems cited in the text. In the &rst technique a correction for
the primary term of the 6ux will be introduced. An introduction of a correction term will be used
in the second technique to increase the order of an existing fully implicit &nite volume scheme to
second order.
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